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after propert. woe examined end ai' leads were tracked down. In nost oases

the amount of alteration required would have been extremely expensive. Then

this Jums the Lord led in a wonderful mv to the examination of the taaous

idanE stito just north of Philadelphia. To our surprise it proved to be so

perfectly adapted to the use at the $.*imery that one would almost think that

the architect who designed it half a century o had had the needs of a tlaolet-

cal soMnory to Mad. While not particularly well suited for the use of a liberal

arts college, th* e.ta builtt1n is wonderfully suited to the needs of a theological

seminar.

In the search for a property one feature that constantly a'vs pause to the

minds of th. faculty was the danger that such a property when fo*d would. prove

to be inaccessible to big cities and universities, Par a scholarly seminary,

it is vital that the faculty be In easy reach of great universities where

research courses and extensive library facilities can be utilised. It is also

vital for the outreach of the $.aiaary sad for the training of the students that

it be not too difficult to reach large cities where Christian tsttsoiy can he

gives and Christian experience easily secured. )t this regard the location is

Wilmington has boom excellent, being at a main stop on the r*tn line of two

railroads connecting Wsshisgto*, Mltiaore1 Vtlstngtoa, Philadelphia, ant

Now Yor, It seemed too oak t. hop. that the new location would be equally

deiirsbe but *57 great diminution of these advantages could easily wove

a tremsadous detriment to the scholarship, to the training, and to the out-

reach aZ the 3.ntnary. In sudition to its thsv grand adveintagos, the Vtdsner

estate to anir*bly situated with eQnvouient and frequent train sad bus servioI

so that in this regard its advantages are even senior to those on3oyed In

Wilmington.

&t first it seemed toe much to hope that the itd.ucr Zatate could actually

be secured. The building had east over sight million dollars in the first

place end could not be reproduced today for less than three times that aunt.
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